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About This Game

Set in the world of the horror series Slasher, the Slasher VR choose-your-own-adventure experience places you in the creepy
town of Waterbury as an undercover reporter investigating The Executioner’s horrific series of murders. As the body count

rises, it’s up to you to bring a fresh pair of eyes to the case, but you soon discover that you’re unwelcome by the local
citizens…and the killer isn’t far behind.
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i liked it. controls were straight forward with the vive. the experience takes a new approach, mixing together 360 3d movies and
gameworld. it gave me some pretty good scares. good content at a good price!. Slasher VR is not a bad game especially at this
price point but it does leave a lot to be desired for.

As someone who regulary plays horror games, watches horror movies, and was a total nerd writing horror fictions in my earlier
years I like any game that can actually surprise me and catch me off guard.

This game relies on two of the biggest tropes out there "jump scares" and ominious music.

What I Liked:

The ominious music and ambient sounds are actually quite good and more than once kept me unnerved. I'd hear a footstep and
quickly turn around to find nothing behind me. Stuff like that is always enjoyable because it creates that fun adrenaline rush of
fear.

The jumpscares are pretty predictable but still good for a scare.

What I Disliked:

This game uses a mixture of virtual reality and 360 video.

The virtual reality footage isn't that bad in all honesty and does a pretty good job of recreating of the 360 video landscape.

But the 360 video is where it breaks immersion at least for me and my Vive. On recordings the video looks fine but when
viewing the 360 video in the helmet the aspect ratio really throws things off.

You feel like you're a giant who needs a new pair of glasses. It just kind of throws things off for me.

Overall:

The game is a murder mystery where you kind of choose what direction you take and each choice may or may not have
consequences.

The controls are pretty self explanitory using a teleport mechanism and grip buttons to open doors and interact with objects.

For .99 cents I don't feel cheated and I managed to get a slight scare from it.

If you'd like to see some gameplay of how things look without the ending being spoiled you can see my video below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EzjU9D8C0CI
. I know... its cheap but any way.... that sux

1. No text in menu of tutorial how to move etc...
Ok no problem i can do my best and its not so hard to understand how to move and grab stuff etc

Open dore and go to bar... black screen....

Ok Investigate the house: Few sec latrer the COMPLETELY FLAT thing like got me and then another black screen after death i
think ))) !!!

PROS: is very good at scale things, feels like in real room and the objects is as it shold be in real world.

But cant play... may be its VIVE only?... So if you have an oculus with touch you can play but probably will appear same bugs.
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I dont believe just hope some of the issues will be fixed in the future =)
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